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Use this space if you have anything you would like to sell to other members. 
Send submissions to the editor: 
astronotes@ottawa-rasc.ca

Meteorites and Tektites For Sale
This is your opportunity to acquire genuine rocks from space. A good assortment of 
stone and nickel-iron meteorites are available.
Also available: impact specimens from Sudbury shattercones, breccia, etc. Contact: 
Ron at 842-9125 evenings after 6:30pm or email any time at spacerocks@rogers.com.

Starlight Theatre
Are you on the road to learning the night Sky? You will find our Celestial Sphere 
videotape and Star Maps perfect for people starting in astronomy. See us after the 
monthly meetings to talk astronomy or about reducing light pollution. (Yes, I do that 
too.) We also have products for educators and more advanced observers. You may 
also contact us at: www.starlight-theatre.ca, 1-800-278-2032, slt@starlight-theatre.ca

Astro Goodies for Sale
   

Astro Quote of the Month
   

When I Heard the Learn’d Astronomer
by Walt Whitman

When I heard the learn’d astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide, and measure 
them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he lectured with much applause 
in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off by myself,
In the mystical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars. 
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Member’s Images
   

NGC 7000 by Stephen McIntyre

Image Details:
15 X 12min exposures @ ISO1600 (with calibration frames) 
Scope: Pronto 70mm f/6.8 (effectively f/5.4) 
Mount: CGE Pro 
Canon XS/1000d (filter removed) and Astronomik IR EOS Clip Filter
Baader UHC Filter
Televue 0.8x Flattener
Guide scope: AT106LE on a tandem bar, Guide camera: Point Grey Chameleon

Date: Oct 9, 2010 from Stephen’s observatory near Carp, Ontario

It’s that time of year again
By Debra Ceravolo   AstroNotes Editor
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                        Cover Photo: Space shuttle Discovery’s final launch is scheduled for Novemeber 3rd. 
photo courtesy NASA

As Halloween candy on the store shelves morph into Christmas stuff, we 
prepare ourselves for that special time of the year again. That’s right, it’s 
Ottawa Centre election time! Kidding aside, it is an integral part of our Society 
and Centre as we choose those who care enough and are willing to keep the 
Centre alive and well. If you have ever entertained the notion about becoming 
part of Council, this is your time to do it. New energy is always welcome and 
many Council members stay on because no one else has stepped up. Everyone 
has something special to bring to the table and that is good. As I often say to 
people who ask me the time, I answer “the time is now”. So if you ever thought 
about being a councilor, or perhaps eventually President, the time is now. The 
regular Centre meeting on December 3rd will also be the 2010 Annual General 
Meeting and it is hoped that you, dear member, will attend as there needs to 
be a certain percentage of our membership present to elect the new Council 
and accept the minutes and financial statements. But don’t worry, the AGM 
won’t take long and will lead into the usual awesome images to see and talks of 
observations and things that make our meetings so popular. Read the notices 
about the elections and Annual General Meeting this issue and make it a point 
to attend and be a part of your Centre. 
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News around the Ottawa Centre

The 2011 RASC Calendars are here! 

These beautiful glossy calendars full of spectacular images produced by RASC 
members across the country are a must have. They make great gifts too. They will be 
on sale during the Ottawa Centre meetings and at the Ottawa Centre Annual dinner on 
November 12th. 

Ottawa Centre Prices:
$15 each
2 for $25

Get them while you can!
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Member’s Images
   

M33 by Sanjeev Sivarulrasa

Image Details:
Scope: TEC140 refractor at 1030mm f7.3
Mount: Takahashi EM400 (autoguided)
Camera: QSI 583ws with Astrodon Gen II LRGB and 3nm H-alpha filters
Exposure: L(HaR)GB 80:40:40:40:40 (total = 4 hrs)
Taken on Sept 17 and Oct 12, 2010 under mag 6.5 skies near Arnprior, Ont
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3. Manage Your Stress
Apparently, pleasure is good for you. Really good. Not only does it counteract 
stress, it also causes your cells to release a natural antibiotic called enkelytin.  
Pleasure from chocolate, coffee, or a dram of fine whiskey can serve as self-
medication. Life is fair sometimes, is it not? And there’s not much more 
pleasurable than looking up into the night sky and finding your way to one of 
the thousands of stunning objects that await your inspection night after night.  
If it makes you happy, it can’t be that bad.

4. Eat Healthy
If nothing else, stargazing will keep you away from the couch, the T.V., and a 
bowl full of junk food.  And you don’t want to have your fingers in a bag of 
Cheetos before handling a $400 eyepiece.  Fine optics and greasy snacks do 
not mix.

5. Exercise Your Brain
Cognitive research shows that boosting your mental horsepower might have 
as potent an effect on your brain as drugs used for dementia.  For an amateur 
astronomer, there are endless possibilities for deep thought… from learning 
how to read a star map to understanding how stars evolve, to figuring out how 
to take a really good picture of the night sky.

And just try to wrap your mind around how big the Milky Way really is: if the 
galaxy was scaled down so the Earth was just 1 inch from the Sun, Pluto would 
be 1 meter away, the nearest star would be 4 miles away, and the Milky Way 
would span 100,000 miles… almost halfway to the moon.  And the Milky Way 
is just one galaxy among hundreds of billions! If that doesn’t get your brain 
moving, nothing will.

Now we can’t promise stargazing will help you live to the age of 100.  But it 
will certainly make your remaining years more rewarding.  And it certainly 
can’t hurt to eat your broccoli.  At least once in a while.

Visit Brian Ventrudo’s website at: http://www.oneminuteastronomer.com/

5 Ways Astronomy Can Help You Live To 100
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RASC Ottawa Centre Annual Dinner - November 12, 2010
Tickets still available

At the Algonquin College, Salon D. with Cash bar at 6pm, and dinner at 7pm. 
Tickets are $40 each. To reserve a seat you can mail a cheque to Al Scott, Al 
Scott,  169 Charles St., Arnprior ON, K7S 3V5, and made out to the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada, Ottawa. Last chance to get your tickets at the 
meeting on November 5th.

Our speaker this year is Galileo Lecturer, Dr. Luc Simard, speaking on ‘Galaxies 
like grains of sand’:

Early in the 20th century, cosmology underwent a stunning revolution with 
the realization that galaxies were “Island Universes” of their own set in the 
expanding fabric of space and time. We can now peer through the Universe 
almost all the way back to the Big Bang.  Everywhere we look, we see myriads 
of galaxies of all shapes and forms like grains of sand on the shore of our 
cosmic ocean. Many mysteries surround these majestic structures as massive 
as 1000 billion suns. How did they form and evolve? What is the “dark matter” 
they contain? What is the fate of our Milky Way? Astronomers are now 
deploying an impressive array of giant telescopes and powerful supercomputers 
in the hope of answering these basic questions. This talk is the story of our 
ongoing quest.

Luc Simard is an astronomer at the 
National Research Council of Canada’s 
Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics. 
He obtained his B.Sc. from Queen’s 
University in 1990 and his Ph.D. from the 
University of Victoria in 1996. From 1996 
to 2002, he held postdoctoral fellowships 
at the University of California - Santa 
Cruz and the University of Arizona. 
His research interests include galaxy 
formation and evolution, image processing 
and astronomical instrumentation. He 
is currently working on developing 

instruments for the Thirty Meter Telescope.

News around the Ottawa Centre
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News around the Ottawa Centre

Science Funfest Report by Mike Moghadam

Wow. What a day on Sunday, October 17th. I don’t think anyone expected that 
Funfest 2010 would be so much larger than 2009. Even with crowds that were 
at times overwhelming, feedback from the public remained positive. I found 
this really motivating.

I received countless compliments from the Funfest organizers who stated 
that our entire exhibit was one of the showpieces of Funfest. That’s a mighty 
compliment and especially when you consider that this is only our second year 
that we have be associated with the event.

It was awesome. Let me start with the outdoor solar observing. Richard 
McDonald, Jimmy Book and Bart Tecter brought solar equipment that attracted 
crowds even before Funfest started at 11am. We had a nice spot right on Booth 
street which was closed to car traffic and very visible to people as they moved 
between buildings. Sun spots and prominences were visible throughout the 
day. Eventually around 3pm the Sun dropped behind a tall building and out of 
sight but at that time the clouds had already started to bunch-up and hide the 
Sun. There were a few wind gusts that made things exciting. Bart brought his 
Lunt solar scope along with his fully decked out C11 on his CGEPRO for display 
which attracted a lot of attention as did his trailer with his array of monitors 
for evening stargazing. I heard someone look at Bart’s C11 and remark “now 
that is one big telescope”. Yup.
 
I was fortunate to be near Richard when someone asked him why sunspots are 
cooler in temperature. Without any apparent effort, Richard responded with a 
detailed, crystal clear and entirely convincing answer. Thank God Richard was 
there at that moment.
 
Whenever I looked at Jimmy he was smiling which seemed to put people at 
ease and eager to ask questions.
 I continue to be amazed at how quickly and effortlessly they attract people, 
especially youngsters, into lengthy discussions on their interests. Think about it 
- they have a passion for rocks and holes in the ground and somehow they are 
able to get people excited, in fact really passionate, about rocks and holes in 
the ground.
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You need not look far to see books, blogs, and all kinds of health gurus talking 
about the latest ways you might live to 100 years of age.

Meditation.  Exercise.  The “Okinawa Diet”.  De-stress.  Keep your mind 
active, and so on.  All good ideas, no doubt. But it got me thinking… doesn’t 
stargazing help you live a healthy lifestyle worthy someone who might live to 
100 years old… and beyond?

Hmmm… that got me thinking.  Can stargazing help you live a longer life?  
Let’s see… here are five things astronomy can do for you that match up with 
the advice of the health gurus… 

1. Build Muscle Mass
Scientific studies of longevity say maintaining muscle mass and bone density 
may help you live longer and enjoy the years you have left.  Makes sense.  
While amateur astronomy isn’t exactly the decathlon, it does take a little 
muscle to drag your telescope and mount around the backyard, or set it up at 
your favorite dark-sky observing site. So don’t think of setting up your scope 
each night as a chore… think of it as a healthful workout.

And if you have a too-small telescope, tell your spouse you need to upgrade to 
a bigger scope because it’s good for your health.  Hey… it’s worth a try…!

2. Don’t Be A Loner
This one seems to be one of the most important: good relationships are critical 
to a long and healthy life.

As a hobby or profession, astronomy can be as solitary or as sociable as you 
want it to be.  While it’s nice to sit alone at a telescope and ponder the stars 
from time to time, it’s a lot more fun to share your enjoyment with others.  If 
you’ve ever been to a star party or local gathering of amateur astronomers, 
you know what I mean.  The positive energy of dozens or hundreds of people 
doing and sharing what they love is infectious.  At the end of the night, you’re 
tired but happy. There are many pleasant opportunities for socializing and 
establishing friendships around your interest in the night sky.  Take advantage 
of them when you can.

5 Ways Astronomy Can Help You Live To 100 
By Brian Ventrudo
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During this year’s RASC Annual Banquet dinner, where head-table guests were 
appropriately piped in by a Scottish-clad piper, RASC members were recognized for 
their volunteer work with the Society.  Notably, Ottawa member Barry Matthews 
received the Society’s 2010 National Service Award. 8  Matthews was so touched by the 
recognition that he gave a very rare speech, acknowledging that nothing else would 
have prompted him to rise and speak publicly (something he told participants he is 
never ever prone to do).  

RASC’s General Assembly next year is scheduled for Winnipeg, Manitoba. It promises 
hold its own in repeating the valued traditions of the invisible college. 

At the Fredericton 2010 GA, a Winnipeg Centre representative provided 10 top reasons 
(in the spirit of the David Letterman show) to attend the GA in that prairie city.  

Speaking tongue-in-cheek during the countdown of reasons from 10-to-1, the number 
one reason for going to the 2011 GA in Winnipeg is that it is not being held in 2012 
– the year some pseudo-futurists are predicting a non-scientific, astrological-based 
Apocalypse built on a mega-disaster scenario.
 

*Andrew I. Oakes of Courtice, Ontario, has attended RASC General Assemblies 
in Edmonton (1996), Kingston (1997) and Fredericton. (2010). A long-time 
member of RASC, he is an Unattached member (not affiliated with any Centre)

8 Dave Lane, who was ending his term as RASC National President after the banquet, presented 
Matthews with the National Service Award. The Award, established in 1959, is given to members 
of RASC who have made significant contributions at either the National and/or Centre levels. See 
the July/August 2010 issue of AstroNotes for a photo of Lane presenting the award to Matthews.  
Other RASC 2010 Service Award recipients at the banquet were Guy Mackie, Bryan Kelso, Jim 
Tisdale and Curt Nason.

Exoplanets, Tides, Craters and the “Invisible College” 
– a search for new knowledge

High tide at Cape 
Hopewell in New 
Brunswick. Photo by 
Richard Edmunds 
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News around the Ottawa Centre

Bob Barclay brought his detailed “A Celebration of Galileo” painting that he 
created. This painting is really in fact three paintings (a triptych) of scenes in 
the life of Galileo. They are brilliantly colorful and full of detail that captures 
the attention of anyone that passes-by. You are drawn to each scene and feel 
compelled to look at all parts of the painting because there are many stories to 
be told in them. I was initially concerned that the younger Funfest crowd might 
not be interested in Bob’s painting so Linda Meier & I decided to ask Bob if he 
could think of a way to present his exhibit in order to align with the interests 
of kids. I didn’t know what to expect for an answer but I knew Bob was 
creative so I was not overly concerned. Sure enough, Bob did not disappoint. 
He came back with an “I-spy” idea where kids would win astro-cards if they 
could spot all the people and objects in his painting. It was brilliant! It worked 
masterfully as kids could be seen looking intently for all sorts of objects in his 
painting. 

The larger indoor exhibit was located in the Camsell Hall theatre and it 
included the Starlab portable planetarium which, as expected, turned out to be 
a HUGE draw for us. Within minutes of the start of Funfest, line-ups started to 
form. By noon the line-ups were 50 people deep and we had to route the line 
around our exhibits. That worked well in one sense - everyone walked by all 
our exhibit tables. However, the downside was that Geoff Cockhill, who manned 
our indoor display telescope, had to retreat to safer ground. There were just 
too many people. Thanks Geoff for keeping a positive attitude during it all. Not 
an easy thing to do since the room was packed and at times hot. I saw that you 
made a number of youngsters smile when peaking through your refractor and 
looking at your illuminated Jupiter mounted high-up on a wall.
 
The Ceravolos (Shirley, Anthony and Marie) helped support the various 
astronomy displays and craft stations. They were VERY helpful in setting-up 
especially during the morning chaos before Funfest started.
 
We handed out over 1,000 magazines. IYA give-aways and other arts and crafts 
also went quickly. For the first time in a long time, I am low on supplies but I 
have about a 100 extra square feet in my basement as my wife pointed out.
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News around the Ottawa Centre

Shawn Clarke and Shannon from Discover Astronomy 
(http://discoverastronomy.ca/) were kind enough to bring their digital Starlab 
planetarium. This was clearly the main attraction. I heard applause at the end 
of many performances. I didn’t actually get to see the inside of it until the end 
of the day. Rob Dick, myself and one of the Funfest coordinators popped in for 
a quick demo. Wow - what a thrill it must have been for the kids. The feeling 
you get as you fly through space to Mars and a distant galaxy must have been 
over-the-top for the younger crowd. One of the Funfest organizers told me that 
the planetarium was the most memorable event for her daughter. That’s nice.
 
So, what was the attendance? Numbers are being tallied now but we feel that 
the attendance was up at least 20% from last year which means more than 
6,000 people attended Funfest.
  
I’d like to thank Linda Meier who helped plan & organize Funfest. The logistics 
associated with our involvement with Funfest are almost overwhelming. Having 
a second person to share ideas and the workload was immensely valuable to 
me. Thanks Linda.

Overall, we got some hight praise from the Funfest organizers for our exhibits 
but, more importantly, we made a lot of younger people very excited about 
astronomy.

Special thanks go to the volunteers:
 - Linda Meier
 - Bob Barclay
 - Ceravolos x 3 (Shirley. Anthony, & Marie)
 - Bart Tecter
 - Shawn Clarke (and his assistant Shannon) 
 - Ron St Martin
 - Chuck O’Dale
 - James Book
 - Geoff Cockhill
 - Richard McDonald
 - Rob Dick
 - Attilla Danko in spirit
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Associated with RASC for more than 44 years, Bishop, a retired physicist 
from Acadia University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia, is a recipient of both RASC’s 
Service Award and the Chant Medal. Asteroid 6901 is named “Roybishop in 
his honour.

Invited speakers Dr. John Spray, Director of the Planetary and Space Science 
Centre, University of New Brunswick, and Dr. Francis LeBlanc, Director of the 
Physics and Astronomy Department of l’Université de Moncton, presented the 
most up-to-date scientific information in their respective specialties.

Spray, who holds the Canada Research Chair in Planetary Materials, spoke on 
“Terrestrial Impact Carters: Past, Present and Future Threats.”  LeBlanc, the 
author of the book titled An Introduction to Stellar Astrophysics [Wiley 
(2010)], presented a paper on the “Diffusion of the Elements Found in Stars.” 

Kingston GA (1997)
The late Dr. Eugene Shoemaker delivered the Ruth Northcott Memorial 
Lecture 5  at RASC’s 1997 GA in Kingston, Ontario, at Queen’s University. 
He spoke on “Impact Cratering Through Geologic Time.” 6 Shoemaker of 
the Lowell Observatory and the United States Geological Survey, Flagstaff, 
Arizona, focused on a reassessment of the bombardment history of the Earth 
over the last 3.2 billion years. 
 
Co-discoverer of comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 that spectacularly crashed into 
Jupiter in 1994, Shoemaker concluded his Ruth Northcott Memorial Lecture 
by saying “… I will leave you with the following consideration. The study of the 
impact history of Earth is in reality a way to study the history of the motion 
of the Earth in the Galaxy.” 7

5 RASC sponsors the Ruth Northcott Memorial Lecture, given biennially at the RASC General 
Assembly.  The RASC President and the Chair of the local organizing committee hosting the 
General Assembly select the speaker.  Northcott’s research interest focused on stellar radial 
velocities and in the solution of spectroscopic binary orbits.  She was an Associate Professor in 
the then-Department of Astronomy at the University of Toronto.  She died on July 29, 1969.   
6 Eugene Shoemaker’s 1997 lecture is discussed in David Levy’s book titled Shoemaker by Levy 
– The Man Who Made an Impact (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2000) pp. 257-59.  
7  Shoemaker died in a tragic vehicle accident while on a crater expedition in Australia on 
18 July 1997, several weeks after giving the lecture at the Kingston GA. Publication was made 
possible only after a painstaking transcription of a video tape of the original lecture. 

Exoplanets, Tides, Craters and the “Invisible College” 
– a search for new knowledge
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And in step with the best traditions of Sixteenth Century Renaissance 
astronomy’s “invisible college”,3 RASC GA participants heard details of 
astronomical advances and Solar System influences in a true scientific 
knowledge-exchange via invited and guest speakers who were there in their role 
as presenters, teachers and, in a very unique way, mentors.

The following five examples – four from the Fredericton GA (2010) and one 
from the Kingston GA (1997) – underscore this modern-day invisible college at 
its very best. 

Fredericton GA (2010)
Dr. René Doyon of the Université de Montréal delivered the Helen   
Sawyer Hogg Public Lecture 4 on “The Fist Images of Exoplanets.”  A   
member of the science team that recently obtained the first images of a multi-
planetary system outside the Sun’s Solar System, Doyon also serves as the 
Director of the Mont-Mégantic Observatory, largest astronomical observatory 
in eastern North America opened in 1978 near Sherbrooke, Québec. 

Doyon leads an international science team for the development of the Tunable 
Image Filter, one of the four science instruments, provided by the Canadian 
Space Agency, aboard the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) to be launched 
in 2014. JWST will be the successor to the Hubble Space Telescope. 

Dr. Roy Bishop, former editor (1982-2000) of RASC’s pre-eminent Observer’s 
Handbook, addressed the General Assembly as the Banquet Speaker on “The 
Tides of Fundy”.  Ocean tides originate in the free float of Earth in a space-
time shaped by the Moon and the Sun.

3 Owen Gingerich discusses the invisible college in The Book Nobody Read – Chasing The 
Revolutions of Nicolas Copernicus (New York: Walker & Company, 2004) pp. 178-79.  Gingerich 
describes it as “…that network of sixteenth-century astronomical communications outside formal 
university instruction. The invisible college comprised of tutorial and mentoring relationships 
that transcended institutional boundaries.”
4 The Helen Sawyer Hogg Public Lecture, sponsored jointly by the Canadian Astronomical 
Society and the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada, is named in recognition of the lifelong 
contributions of Helen Sawyer Hogg towards increasing public awareness and appreciation of 
the Universe. The aim of the lectureship is to further those two objectives.  Hogg was an active 
member of RASC for more than 60 years and in 1976 published a popular book on astronomy, 
The Stars Belong to Everyone (Doubleday Canada). She died on January 28, 1993.

Exoplanets, Tides, Craters and the “Invisible College” 
– a search for new knowledge
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The Sky this Month - November 2010

Highlights in the November 2010 Skies
Planets: 
* Jupiter is the best planet to see SE in evening at Mag. -2.9
* Saturn is low SE near sunrise
* Venus low ESE in morning before sunrise
* Mars is low in SW after sunset becoming difficult to see
* Mercury very low in SW in evening twilight best at month end

November 6 - New Moon
November 11 - Remembrance Day
November 12 - Ottawa Centre Annual Dinner
November 17/18 - Leonid Meteor Shower
November 21 - Full Moon

News around the Ottawa Centre

Funfest photo courtesy Shirley Ceravolo
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Nominating Committee

Elections for various executive and council positions in the Ottawa 
Centre for 2011 will be held during the December 3, 2009 RASC 
Ottawa meeting at the Canada Science and Technology Museum.  
In the tradition of electing certain positions for two one-year 
terms, and the two terms being about to expire, nominations 
have been received from the Nominating Committee, led by Past 
President Chuck O’Dale, and other members for the following slate 
of candidates:   (* indicates an incumbent)

• President: Al Scott
• Vice-President: Open
• Secretary: Chris Teron*
• Treasurer: Hans Brouwer*
• Centre Meeting Chair: Bill Wagstaff
• 3 Councillors: 
          Yves Demers*, Carmen Rush*, Stephen Nourse* 
• 2 National Council Representatives: 
          Rob Dick, Chuck O’Dale
• Past President: Paul Harrison

Additional nominations will be accepted for any position. 
Nominees must be members in good standing. Nominations must 
be made in writing by at least two other members and received by 
Chris Teron by 8:00pm on November 28, 2010.

Ottawa Centre Council Elections for 2011

Amateur and professionals astronomers, accompanied with their fellow 
travelers, have a special occasion every year to make or rejuvenate 
acquaintances, solidify long-held friendships and recognize exceptional 
volunteerism.

This social networking occurs at the General Assembly (GA) of the Royal 
Astronomical Society of Canada (RASC) – an event held annually in a 
different part of the country and hosted by a local RASC Centre.

The 2010 RASC GA 1  was no exception. The fair City of Fredericton, New 
Brunswick, was the site of this year’s national gathering while the University 
of New Brunswick’s Fredericton Campus – nestled in a hilly part of the city 
requiring sometimes strenuous walks around campus to and from lectures 
– served as the venue. The RASC New Brunswick Centre organized and 
hosted the event.
   
For a few days in early summer (July 1 to July 4), face-to-face dialogue 
replaced general e-mail or RASClist 2  correspondence, and the workday 
became one of numerous lectures, paper sessions, luncheon and banquet 
guest speakers, day-trip tours, followed by the comfort of a hospitality suite 
where locally produced wine (among other liquid libations) was awaiting to 
lubricate the camaraderie.

The RASC GA, in its own right, represents a genuine opportunity to imbibe 
new astronomical knowledge, where like-minded people of various levels 
of scientific expertise and fascination of the heavens, meet to intellectually 
absorb the latest information in a subject area dear to them. No one present 
needs to explain his or her unique nocturnal pursuit or watch an uninitiated 
listener’s eyes glaze over in genuine foggy disinterest. Everyone knows why 
they are there and, most importantly, they want to be there.

1 Two RASC members have placed photos of the Fredericton GA on their personal websites. 
Visit Debra Ceravolo’s site at http://www.ceravolo.com/ga2010.html or http://www.jimlow.com/
astronomy/ga2010/ the site belonging to Jim Low.
2 The RASClist is a moderated astronomy e-mail discussion list for members of RASC.  
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Exoplanets, Tides, Craters and the “Invisible College” – 
a search for new knowledge  by Andrew Oakes



But most of the matter in our universe does not interact electrostatically. It 
interacts gravitationally and perhaps via the weak nuclear force. Without the 
possibility of friction and collision, this stuff just keeps on orbiting, no matter 
how narrow (eccentric) the elliptical orbit might be. And as I pointed out, most 
of the time on an elliptical orbit is spent at the farthest distances from the star 
that the object is orbiting. So don’t go searching for Dark Matter in the inner 
solar system. The Sun’s gravity is just too repulsive.

Richard Taylor is a member of the Ottawa Centre and the Philippine Astronomical 
Society
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NGC 6995 by Bob Olson
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Notice is hereby given to all members of the Ottawa Centre that 
the Annual Meeting will be held at 8:00pm on December 03, 2010 
at the Canada Museum of Science and Technology as part of the 
regular monthly Centre meeting. The following business will be 
conducted:

     1 Consideration and approval of the agenda for the meeting;
     2 Consideration and approval of the minutes of the last                      
 annual meeting;
     3 Consideration and approval of the reports of the Council,  
 the officers of the Centre, and the committees of the  
 Council, and presentation and adoption of the financial  
 statements;
     4 Presentation of the “Paul Comision Observer of the Year”  
 and “Best AstroNotes Article of the Year” award
     5 Election of Officers, Councillors, National Council   
 Representatives and Centre Meeting Chair of the Centre,
     6 Election of the auditor of the Centre as prescribed in  
 Article 11.01; and
     7 Other business.

   Chris Teron, Secretary

Annual General Meeting and Elections
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Several years ago, a senior Physics student of mine wrote a program that 
simulated the effects of gravity in a simple model solar system. His software 
made use of Newton’s Law of Gravitation to calculate the forces between three 
or four objects, then updated their positions and velocities appropriately on 
the screen. It was fascinating to observe how the combination of gravity and 
velocity generally results in elliptical orbits (Kepler’s discovery). However, we 
actually found it quite difficult to set up the initial conditions so that the 
model planets would remain in stable, long-lasting elliptical orbits (let alone 
circles - a very special case). Most of the starting conditions resulted in planets 
coming too close to each other and then one or both of them would go flying 
off the screen.

This simple software model actually reveals a strange property of gravity: 
although the force of gravity is only attractive, groups of objects can actually 
end up moving farther apart. This is especially true when the objects are 
small compared to the spaces between them, or when they ONLY interact 
gravitationally and have no other significant forces between them. This is 
exactly the case for Dark Matter.

Let’s consider some particular examples. Start with one very massive object 
(a star) and several other smaller objects with random initial positions and 
velocities. You might think that the star would simply attract all the other 
objects and “eat” them all up. But what actually happens is that all the objects 
would move along elliptical orbits of various shapes. If the massive object 
is small, then it would be very unlikely that any of the other objects would 
have exactly the right initial velocity to hit it. Instead, about half would fall 
inwards along an elliptical orbit and then move back outwards. The other half 
of the objects would already be moving away from the massive object and 
may eventually fall inwards. However, another property of elliptical orbits, also 
discovered by Kepler, is that objects move fastest when close to the star and 
slower when farther away. This means that our collection of objects would 
actually spend most of the time farther from the massive object and only a 
little time closer. Statistically speaking, the massive object would have effectively 
repelled the other objects.

Here’s another example: a massive star with one, fairly massive planet orbiting 
it in an almost circular orbit (think of our sun and Jupiter). Any other small

Gravity Can Be Repulsive 
By Richard Taylor
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object orbiting in this system will be affected by the gravity of both the star 
and the planet. You may have heard about the “gravitational slingshot” effect 
that is used to send our robot spacecraft into different orbits. What happens 
is that any object that comes too close to the massive planet will be pulled 
into a parabolic or hyperbolic orbit around the planet and will end up with its 
original velocity drastically changed in both speed and direction. If its speed is 
increased, it will go into a larger elliptical orbit around the star or it could even 
escape. If its speed is decreased, it will go into a narrower elliptical orbit and 
although it will initially fall in closer to the star, it will probably spend more 
time along the slower, farther parts of the ellipse. Massive planets tend to clear 
their neighbourhood of other stuff. In fact, that’s part of the new definition of 
the word “planet”: that it clears its orbit of other objects. Once again, it is very 
unlikely that an object will be heading in exactly the right direction to collide 
with the planet, and even more unlikely that it will go into orbit around the 
planet, becoming a moon.

In our solar system we observe this effect with comets. Astronomers think 
that comets are the leftovers from the formation of our solar system. They are 
small compared to the distances between them and they probably had fairly 
random initial positions and velocities. Now most of them spend most of their 
time away out beyond Neptune. Every once in a while we catch a glimpse of 
one during its brief, high-speed perihelion passage, but then it usually retreats 
again to spend many years at the far edges of the Sun’s domain.

So if this is true, how could stars and solar systems ever form in the first 
place? The answer is friction. Some of the matter in our universe (the type 
of matter we are most familiar with) not only interacts gravitationally but 
also electrostatically. Usually there are equal amounts of positive and negative 
charges cancelling each other, so electrostatic forces are negligible between 
widely spaced objects. However, when objects get close to each other, they 
“collide”, “hit”, or “rub” each other and tend to equalize their velocities. This 
can be quite violent and spectacular. Just at the point on the elliptical orbit 
when the object is closest to a star or planet and the velocities are the greatest, 
BANG, they collide and turn most of their kinetic energy into heat. You can still 
see the scars on our Moon from the colliding objects of the early solar system.
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